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From book culture to amazon consumerism – Does the 
digitization of the book industry lead to commercialization? 
 
1 Introduction	
The book is the oldest mass media technology but only the last to undergo a comprehensive 
digitization process. Presumably the belated digitization is not only attributed to technical 
issues how to transfer printed text to other formats, but also to a long tradition of the industry 
that translates to a certain inertia. Even if the shelves at an ordinary bookshop are dominated 
by rather trivial mystery thrillers or mommy porn, the self-conception of many in the industry 
is that of a cultural industry. Even more than their counterparts in in the film industry, book 
managers consider their product as art not to be judged solely by economic measures. 
However, some of the new players in the market are of a new pedigree. With a background in 
IT or retail logistics they might not care all that much about the cultural aspects of the trade. 
Still, digitization brings more power to these actors, thus shifting the priorities in the industry. 
Digitization in the book market means, that there is a more direct feedback from the 
customers about their preferences. The price becomes a much more powerful sales tool, and 
new means of marketing become available, such as offering free sample pages as teasers. 
Digitization also tremendously reduces barriers to entry. Writers who did not find a publisher 
in the past, today can venture into self-publishing more easily. In short: the book and 
publishing market is changing with the entrance of new actors (Mussinelli 2010). Thus 
research is needed into the management practices how such a change emerges (Luey 1994, 
34).  
The question is whether this shifts priorities in the industry and alters the output? Incumbent 
player might have troubles adjusting to new rule of the market. The book market was for 
decades characterised by a medium level of competition and a mediocre level of innovation 
(apart from the stories itself). “Publishers have long insisted that the industry is like no other 
because of its cultural dimension and the uniqueness of each book” (Luey 1994). This shared 
idea of books being a cultural good served as amalgam for the industry. In many countries this 
even led to the existence of joint associations of booksellers and book publishers, two players 
that should not naturally have mutual interests from an economic point of view, but create a 
deliberate unity (Roszinsky-Terjung 2009).  
A stronger focus on the demand of readers at first sight might be a good thing; however, it 
might also mean that certain types of content are no longer promoted. Chances are that the 
market is split between trivial books with mass appeal and niches products that can hardly 
earn the authors a living but only satisfy their urge to tell a story. Prior articles in this journal 
suggest that in the USA and in the UK digitization results in a stronger market orientation by 
of the publishers (Shatzkin 2009; Stevenson 2008). The perception of the book and thus the 
book industry differs between countries, with the notion of books being a cultural good being 
especially prominent in German-speaking markets (cf. Larrea and Weedon 2007; Licher 2010, 
Licher 2011, Licher 2012; Lötscher 2008). Therefore we cannot simply apply findings from 
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Anglo-Saxon markets but gather first hand insight from these markets. We ask the question 
whether digitization leads to commercialization in the German and Swiss book market. We 
focus on the market for fiction only since market forces and change patterns differ 
considerably between the genres. 
2 Digitization	and	commercialization	
The book market is one of the last media markets affected by processes of digitization. 
Digitization describes the changes in the production and distribution where analogue and 
materialized entities are replaced by dematerialized bits and bytes (Küng, Picard and Towse 
2008, 3; Zerdick et al. 2001, 16, 150). These changes do affect the whole economic structure 
of an industry (Seufert 2004, 63). Before we empirically analyse the effects of digitization in 
the German and Swiss book market we will provide the theoretical concept a digitized 
economy and derive how these characteristics can lead to processes of commercialization.  
A digitized economy has different characteristics than an analogue economy. But we also 
have to distinguish two consecutive stages of digitization. The first stage affects distribution 
channels only. The consumer can order the physical product online which is then delivered to 
his home (Hess 1999; Wirtz and Sammerl 2006) e.g. if you order a book at Amazon. The 
second stage includes the digitization of the product or service itself. The consumer is buying 
a dematerialized, digital product or service via digital distribution channels (Hess 1999; 
Riehm 2003) e.g. if you buy an e-book at iTunes. These two stages of digitization each have 
implication for an industry. 
Digitized distribution channels are changing the market structure threatening brick and mortar 
retailers. Consumers buying online bypass retailers as market coordinators. This creates an 
opportunity for new players with different resources to enter the market and it leads to new 
ways of paring supply and demand. Furthermore information asymmetry is decreased because 
consumers are better able to compare offers in advance. According to the theory of newly 
vulnerable markets (Clemons, Bin Gu and Lang 2003), markets confronted with new 
technologies are characterized by eased market entries for new competitors, a new 
attractiveness of the market for new actors and a difficulty in defending the market by the 
incumbents. 
The digitization of the product or service itself leads to further changes in markets concerned: 
First, pricing in digitized markets depends more on output then input factors. Cost structures 
are characterized by high fixed and almost insignificant variable costs. This leads to a fix cost 
degression which means unit costs are decreasing with higher output (Freidank 2012, 40). 
Publishers dealing with digitized products therefore cannot deduce the sales price from input 
factors but from the predicted demand. In markets characterized by cost leadership rather than 
product differentiation such as the fiction market, this pricing strategy poses a challenge in the 
calculation of prices and revenues. Another problem is to be found in the high price elasticity 
in the fiction market. Fiction novels, and ‘soft-fiction’ in particular are easily substituted thus 
reactions to price modulations are strong. A price increase by one publisher instantly pushes 
customers to other cheaper suppliers. This leads to relatively low prices in the whole market 
and to less dynamic pricing models.  
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Second, a digitized economy is characterized by platform competition rather than competition 
on the product level. There are several systems available, such as Amazon’s kindle or Apple’s 
iPad, etc. Each platform has its own competing software standards. Thus publishers need to 
decide for which of these they are making their books available since they missed the 
opportunity of setting standards themselves. On the demand side this leads to so called lock-
in-effects: Readers face high switching costs when they want to change the source of supply 
and are therefore “locked in” in the system they have initially chosen (Hess and Anding 2003; 
Knieps 2007, 153).  
Third, the value chain is affected by the digitization. Convergence and networked structures 
are causing the erosion of traditional value chains. Legacy actors are confronted with new 
competitors who derive from other industries but are now converging to this market.  
These characteristics of a digitized economy can lead to processes of commercialization. The 
amplified importance of size due to fix-cost-degression and network effects on platform 
markets promote a stronger orientation towards what the masses want rather than a – at times 
paternalistic – orientation towards what readers should want viewed from cultural and societal 
perspective. Commercialization is defined as the increasing orientation on the market, 
respectively demand. The concept has been extensively discussed in the context of media 
systems and public service media in particular (Jones 1998; McQuail 1998; Meier and Jarren 
2001; Saxer 1998). Especially in the German speaking countries, the book market 
traditionally has been assumed to be a cultural market. It has therefore to serve several 
normative requirements like providing cultural richness and education but on the other hand 
enjoys subsidies, reduced VAT rates and regulations that reduce competition such as a fixed 
book price. Those interventions are justified by a perception of the book as merit goods. Merit 
goods have a high use value for the society at large, but are not sufficiently demanded by 
individuals if produced under market conditions. Commercialization thus implies an 
increasing orientation not on normative, social values but on profit and demand. It is the 
process of “turning use values into exchange values” (Mosco 2009, 132). 
Commercialisation can and does happen even without digitization; however in line with 
literature on commercialisation in the mass media markets (e.g. Heinrich 2001; Knoche 2001; 
Mosco 2003; Winter and Karmasin 2001) we argue that digitization reinforces this process.  
The reader is getting more and more independent from legacy actors when it comes to 
information seeking and ordering and therefore gets more emancipated (Patalog 19.06.2011, 
Patalog 22.08.2011). Some authors believe this emancipation will also lead to empowerment 
with digitized ‘prosumers’ keeping commercialisation at bay;1 however everyday 
observations suggest emancipation does not lead to demand for quality content. Combined 
with the high price elasticity, this leads to greater market power of the demand side. High 
fixed costs require a high quantity of output to ensure profits. The price is no longer a signal 
for the value of the product measured by physical and content quality, but indicates predicted 
demand. Platform competition introduces new actors such as software and hardware 
producers which have other interests. They do not relate to social and cultural arguments of 
the legacy actors but solely work with economic frames. The digitized value chain leads to 
new cost structures and does require a more cost oriented management. Legacy actors are 
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confronted with new competitors on almost all levels of the value chain, each of them having 
more competencies in the respective field. Thus, legacy actors either need to invest in 
acquiring these competencies or have to withdraw and outsource part of the production. 
Our hypothesis for this paper is that the increasing digitalization of the book market leads to a 
more commercialized market which is increasingly interested in economic goals rather than 
medial or social values.  
We assume that the commercialization will lead to more allocative efficiency. This means 
products are produced to serve the mainstream demand. Cultural, social or educational 
considerations are less important in the composition of the product portfolio. 
Commercialisation eventually also leads to a consolidated and concentrated market. High 
fixed costs result in economies of scale. Big players on the market are able to profit from the 
fix-cost-degression process due to the greater output they can provide.  
3 Method	
3.1 Method	and	measures	
We combine a quantitative market analysis based on official statistics and publications by 
industry associations with a qualitative online survey of writers, publishers and (intermediate) 
booksellers. 
Quantitative indicators for effects of digitization are the number of titles published, the 
number of writers, the number of publishers and booksellers, The share of online and e-book 
revenues. 
The online-survey used open questions focusing on selection processes, pricing and 
distribution strategies and the perceived market development. All quotes from the survey 
presented in this article are translated by the authors.  
3.2 Sample	
As mentioned before, we focus this study the effects of digitization in the German and the 
Swiss. These two markets are similar in their perception of the book as a predominantly 
cultural good and the respective level of public subsidies in different forms. However, they 
also show different characteristics in several other criteria. While Switzerland is a rather small 
market with an annual turnover of only 0.8 Mio € Germany is the second biggest book market 
in the world with an annual turnover of about 9.6 billion €. Thus by the mere size of the 
market economies of scale are harder to achieve in Switzerland. While Switzerland has 
abolished the fixed book price in 20072 it is not likely to be abolished in Germany any time 
soon. Germany has a medium level of digitization with an e-reader penetration of about 5%, 
while in Switzerland the Penetration is lower and revenue with e-books is estimated at 3% of 
the overall market.  
Respondents were identified using the member directories of the respective association. The 
German writers association refused to cooperate since they suspected a negative impact on 
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their own membership survey. Thus findings on writers are based on the Swiss market only. 
Table 1 provides an overview of the sample. 
----------------------------------------------------- 
Place Table 1 about here 
----------------------------------------------------- 
4 Results		
To answer the question if digitization leads to commodification we split the survey. For both 
the German and Swiss book market there will be a market analysis and the results of our 
qualitative questionnaire.  
4.1 Market	analysis		
4.1.1 Germany	
The relative importance of distribution channels in Germany changed in recent years with 
brick and mortar retailers constantly loosing markets share. In 2012 it reached a new low at 
less than 50%.3 Distant selling rose over the last years and now accounts for 17.8% of the 
market. Concentration in the distant selling market is high with Amazon as dominating 
company.  
Contrary to the book market as a whole, German publishers could increase their revenues by 
1.7% in 2011. However, this figure masks differences between market segments: While big 
publishers gained 2.1%, small and medium publishers are lost 15.4% in revenues. Thus 
economies of scale are at work, leading to market consolidation and concentration. Moreover 
much of the revenue growth is not derived from books but services (+14.5%).  
The numbers of new releases has been rising for three consecutive years to 96,273 in 2012. 
Keeping in mind that the revenue growth does not stem from books this can be interpreted as 
a sign for an increasing importance of self-publishers. Digitization enables paper free 
publishing of books and new means of marketing online. This renders self-publishing ever 
more affordable and attractive for writers. 
The share of sales of fictional books is rising and was at 34.4% in 2011 – the top position 
according to sales. However, sales of softcover titles showed a slight decrease. This can be a 
first hint for a migration of the typical fictional literature to the e-book section due to better 
cost-structures and the opportunity to react more flexible to changes in demand and therefore 
better margins. 
The e-book section becomes more important for publishers: 49% of the publishers include e-
books in their portfolio. However, in 2011 e-books contributed only 6.4% to the overall 
revenues. The increasing importance of e-books – even though it is still low – is also visible 
in slight increases in allocated staff and advertising resources. The study of the German 
publishers and booksellers association ascribes these changes in the cost structures to 
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investments in the digital sector because publishers need to build new competencies in these 
fields.  
The market is quite concentrated with the top 1% of the publishers sharing 70% of the 
industry revenues between them. 70% of the publishers earn less than 500,000 € per year. 
Despite these very obvious concentration tendencies the publishing sector still is characterized 
by small and medium business.  
German offline booksellers lost 3% in revenues 2011 - the second annual decrease in a row. 
For the first time brick and mortar book shops accounted for less than 50% of all distribution. 
Distance selling including online is constantly growing and now accounts for 18% of the 
distribution channels. The direct selling of publishers did slightly increase from 18% in 2007 
to 19.1% in 2011. Most distant selling is now online with Amazon and DHB as dominant 
players. A recent wave of acquisitions has increased concentration in the market. 40% of the 
revenues are realized by the 10 biggest book shop chains. However, the market structure is 
still characterized by small and medium businesses. Selling books is increasingly unattractive: 
While 30% of the booksellers could secure flat revenues, 40% were confronted with 
decreasing revenues. 
Increasingly small booksellers enter buying syndicates to gain bargain power that enables 
them to compete with the big chains and their economies of scale. Big sellers more and more 
purchase directly from the publishers bypassing the intermediate booksellers. Publishers fear 
to suffer from this competition on costs since they are forced to offer ever bigger discounts to 
ever bigger buyers. However, this strategy seems to be working since revenue shares of small 
and medium sellers stabilized while the growth rate of the big chains slowed down. The 
relative slump big players indicate big excess capacities that are shown by decreasing retails 
space, for example of the Thalia Holding (boersenblatt.net 08.08.2013). 
E-books account for only 0.5% of the annual industry revenues but this share is rising. 42% of 
the booksellers have e-books and/or e-readers on offer, only 35% abdicate e-books.  
4.1.2 Switzerland		
Swiss Publishers derive a large share of their revenues from exports to Germany. The reverse 
is true for Swiss booksellers who fill their shelves to a large extend with books imported from 
Germany, France or Italy. Thus currency difference between the € and the Swiss Franc have a 
substantial influence on the business. Since 2010 the exchange rate has changed by 25% 
which means that potential effects of digitization might be superposed by currency effects.  
If digitization lowers the barriers to entry to the book market we should see a rising number of 
new titles published and possibly also a rising number of companies engaging in the 
publication of books. In the Swiss market reliable data on this is hard to find. The number of 
titles published in Switzerland is not available, since it is not simply measured. The publishers 
and booksellers association does not collect this information from its members. Two proxies 
for the actual value exist. First the statistics of the Swiss National Library which collects all 
titles with some sort of connection to Switzerland not necessarily published in Switzerland or 
by Swiss authors and captures in the order of submission rather than based on the date of 
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publishing. According to this measurement there where about 11,000 new titles published in 
2011. The number of titles has peaked in 1999 and is falling by 1.8% per year on average ever 
since (von Rimscha and Schwarb 2012).  
Alternatively there are the figures published by the Swiss writers association. They claim to 
represent more than 90% off all Swiss writers; however, they explicitly only accept 
“professional” writers as members. Therefore new writers who restrict themselves to self-
publishing (if there are any in Switzerland) might not be represented in this association. Since 
2007 – the first available data point – the number has fluctuated by 30% year on year but the 
mean is at 207 new titles with no evident up- or downward trend. 
Thus, despite all their shortcomings, neither of the two proxies indicates that reduced barriers 
to entry would lead to a rise in titles published in the context of the Swiss fiction market. 
We cannot tell whether the demand is ever more focused on a decreasing number of 
bestsellers. Market research firm Media Control monitors the sales of each book title, but the 
numbers are not available to the public or even an academic willing to buy them.  
The number of publishers and bookshops is not available from the association either. An 
alternative source for this information can be found in the value added tax statistics, where the 
number of companies per industrial sector is stated. The number of booksellers went down 
10% between 2001 and 2011 but has stabilized since 2010 at roughly 360. The number of 
publishers decreased almost 20% between 2001 and 2008; however there has been an increase 
of 7% ever since bringing the number to 431 in 2011. Thus for the recent past we can state 
that a rising number of publishers produces books sold by a stable number of book shops off 
and online. This confirms the notion of diminishing barriers to entry. Presumably the numbers 
of publishers are even higher since only companies that overcome a certain revenue threshold 
are captured by the VAT statistic in the first place. 
4.1.3 Interim	conclusion	
All segments in both national markets show clear tendencies towards concentration. 
Publishers are doing relatively well, with the exception of exporting Swiss publishers 
suffering from unfavorable exchange rates. Online retailers are still rising and brinks and 
mortar retailers are losing ground. This is a clear illustration of the effects of the first wave of 
digitization affecting the distribution channels: the market migrates to the internet and offline 
retailers are struggling. 
Moreover, publishers are entering related markets in order to cope with decreasing margins of 
the core product book. This could be a sign that the book industry is affected by the second 
wave of digitization which affects the traded products and services on the market leading to 
changing cost and actor structures.  
The demand for books is stable in quantity but changing in quality. Surveys on the German 
market show that consumers are reading shorter passages (“portion reading”) over several 
short fractions of time and they tend to so called “read-zapping”, meaning they read short 
passages but not necessarily the whole book, or they read several books at a time (Dehm et al. 
2005; Keuschnigg 2012; Kochhan and Patzig 2009; Kochhan and Schengbier 2007).  
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Publishers are confronted with new actors especially Amazon growing ever stronger. Amazon 
demands especially big discounts (Schroer 15.02.2013). The cost and price competition in the 
bookselling market is rising and even small and medium booksellers demand discounts by 
using syndicates. Ultimately publishers have to finance this competition with reduced revenue 
shares on their behalf. We do not observe any differences in this context between Switzerland 
and Germany, thus the fixed book price does not reduce competition especially because only 
the retail price is fixed. Ultimately a fixed retail price favors big distributors with economies 
of scale. 
The e-book currently has little economic significance neither for publishers nor for 
booksellers. But the relevance is growing, especially among readers and self-publishers which 
become more important and emancipated market actors (Milliot 14.04.2010).  
4.2 Survey	results	
We will present the results from the survey separately for each actor. For the writers we can 
only report results from Switzerland, for the intermediate booksellers we do not distinguish 
between the two national markets since the two markets are closely intervened on this level of 
the supply chain.  
4.2.1 Writers	
About 56% of the writers sampled in Switzerland have some sort of web presence either with 
their own home page or as a social media profile. They claim that readers would be the target 
group for this presence, publishers, bookseller or agencies play a minor role. However, 
targeting the reader does not mean selling content online or at least making sample text 
available. The vast majority has no experience with self-marketing and those who do refer to 
display tables at book readings rather than any online activity. Moreover, the majority is not 
interested at all in engaging in online self-marketing in the future. “If I were interested in that, 
I would have become a merchant rather than a writer” is the comment of one writer. Writers 
do not consider marketing as their competence and do not want to build this competence. 
Marketing is considered as a key competence and duty of the publishers. Although many 
writers are not entirely satisfied with the marketing efforts of their publishers going alone is 
not perceived as viable alternative. Those who do or plane to engage in self-marketing 
consider this as “experimental ground” with little income potential but “based on self-
exploitation”.  
The same is true for self-publishing. Hardly any writer has experiences with self-publishing 
apart from first semi-professional attempts at the beginning of their career. A small minority 
wants to use self-publishing in the future to keep out-of print titles available or to publish 
extracts of their works on literary platforms online. Despite the stories about e-book 
millionaires the perceived revenue potential of self-publishing is low: “There is more 
response than income”.  
Since the writers organized in the association are not interested in self-marketing and self-
publishing, they cannot be regarded as promoters of a commercialization with a focus on 
trivial content catering the mass market. However, they are very clear in their believes about 
how self-publishing changes the product. Self-publishing would lead to more and shorter text 
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of less quality. The lack of supervision and quality control by publishers would result in 
“crude”, “less serious”, “half done” and “repetitive” texts. The direct feedback from readers is 
not regarded as equally valuable as the editing by a publisher. 
There is a chance that to-be self-publishing writers are not interested in becoming members of 
the writers association and thus are not represented here. However, for the incumbent writers 
we can summarize they are neither promoting commercialization nor do they embrace 
digitization in the first place.  
4.2.2 Publishers	
German publishers are willing to expand into the digital sector. For the time being their 
engagement is focused on new releases, digitizing the backlist is not a priority. This might be 
due to relatively high costs for the retroactive conversion in e-book formats which is 
especially relevant for smaller publishers. E-books are mostly produced as complementary 
products supporting the traditional printed book.  
A big majority of the interviewed publishers claimed that the criteria underlying the decision 
for their portfolio did change in the past. „ Fiction is still paramount!” However, at the same 
time several publishers stated that the predicted demand is getting more important. „Serious 
has a declining relevance. Our books need to be appreciated by the readers rather than the 
critics.” It becomes more important to sell books than to produce literature of high quality, an 
indicator of commercialization. The market gets more important than cultural aspects when it 
comes to decide which manuscript to publish.  
The actual production processes are often not really digitized. As one German publisher puts 
it: “We produce books!”. A technology neutral process where the same file could be used for 
printing or for e-book rendering is not common among German publishers. High costs and a 
lack of competencies are quoted as reasons. This leads to outsourcing to external companies. 
This result needs to be qualified since smaller publishers were overrepresented in our sample. 
It might well be that bigger publishers are more engaged in preparing their processes for a 
digitized market and less willing to outsource.  
German publishers do not engage in direct online distribution because of high perceived costs. 
„For small publishers the effort is out of proportion to the costs” states one publisher. This is 
the reason why many of the interviewees are outsourcing these activities. In addition they do 
think that distribution will migrate into the internet but this process will be very slow.  
The pricing of the books published is still cost-oriented. E-books still have a limited market 
share so the rules of the physical market still apply. Large discounts for booksellers call for a 
very efficient production especially for smaller publishers. But there are several publishers 
claiming the predicted demand to be an important criterion for setting the price. Thus first 
references of commercialization trends can be observed.  
When asked which pricing-model they prefer, a retail- or an agency-model, the better part of 
the German respondents argue for the agency-model with fixed book prices. This illustrates 
that publishers still try to emphasize the meaning of the book as a cultural asset over the 
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meaning as an economic asset. However, there are a few respondents emphasizing the 
advantages of the retail-model such as the demand-oriented pricing. 
Some respondents expect the prices of books to get higher because the printed book will 
change into a luxury item. Others expect the prices to fall because of increasing competition. 
There seems to be two separate markets for no-frills e-books and opulent bibliophilic print 
editions. 
Swiss publishers expect a decreasing share of paperback books which are expected to be 
largely replaced by e-books. Along the same lines the relevance of audio books is expected to 
decrease. Most publishers want to keep the hard cover since it would offer good returns. Thus 
for the future they plan to publish hardcover and e-book simultaneously to capture the 
different levels of willingness to pay and cater the platforms sought by the readers. 
Swiss Publishers want to benefit from digitization by bypassing the booksellers and selling 
their books directly to the readers. However, often this is not by choice but the result of 
disappointment: “If the booksellers would be able to offer and sell a sufficiently differentiated 
range of titles, direct selling would not be necessary”. Thus direct selling is described as a 
reaction on the commercialization of the offline booksellers who stock only a limited 
selection of commercially attractive volumes.  
The online-shop has become the most important means of direct selling for Swiss publishers 
with about 80% of the sampled publishers engaged in this segment. About 75% of the online 
shops are run with their own merchandise planning and control system and fulfillment and 
only 25% use the service specialized contractors or the intermediate booksellers. Publishers 
want to keep this activity in-house to own the user data and use them for customized direct 
marketing. However, they lament about the extra work and high logistic cost that would eat 
up potential profit from not including the booksellers in the revenue share. While they try to 
use an online shop to make good for reluctant sales efforts of offline book shops they feel 
disadvantages compared to big online retailers who combine the oeuvre of many publishers 
and benefit from economies of scale. Since the book prices are not fixed in Switzerland 
publishers could try to use pricing strategies to maximize sales; however, in most cases they 
stick to the recommended retail price: “We rely on healthy booksellers, so we do not want to 
rival them”. Publishers of less mass compatible literature doubt that their books could be sold 
online since they would rely on the guidance provided by booksellers. Those publishers also 
voice rejection similar to the writers: “I rather create books than sell electronic texts”. 
Overall the Swiss publishers seem to embrace digitization more than the writers, but at least 
the smaller ones and the more culturally oriented show the same reluctance and the same lack 
of competences and skills to play a bigger role in the digitized market. No publisher said he or 
she would plan to alter the list of books published due to digitization. Of course this does not 
mean that some might do so anyway; however, from the answers we cannot depict publishers 
as promoters of digitization and commercialization. Quite contrary they seem to long for the 
good old days and only reluctantly react on changes imposed by other actors.  
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4.2.3 Intermediate	booksellers	
Intermediate booksellers are the most proactive player in the industry in the process of 
adjusting to a digitized book market. Furthermore they have no legacy as a cultural business. 
Their business has always been logistics, only the goods in transit have a cultural value. The 
first level of digitization, the digitization of the shelf in the online book shop was not all that 
problematic for intermediate booksellers, since online book shops still had to source their 
books from them. Furthermore they ventured into end user logistics, so they could offer 
online retailers complete fulfillment solutions. End user logistic is different from wholesale 
logistics, but the skill set necessary is similar enough to master this change relatively fast and 
smooth. The second level of digitization poses a bigger problem to intermediate booksellers: 
their vast warehouses and fleets of delivery trucks are useless when it comes to e-books. Only 
their competence in creating and maintaining databases and order software for a large number 
of items can be transferred to the digitized book market. While some intermediate booksellers 
(KNV, SBZ) try to team up with specialized e-book service firms, others (OLF) position 
themselves as service providers offering white-label shops for booksellers or enter the retail 
business such as libri in Germany. Without a cultural legacy intermediate booksellers react 
more swiftly on changes imposed by digitization. Thus a player that is more focused on 
commercial objectives gains more relevance in the digitized book market potentially fostering 
commercialization.  
4.2.4 Booksellers	
The observation by Tian and Martin that there is widespread acceptance among booksellers 
“that change in many forms is inevitable and that in relation to organizational sustainability 
this must mean the end of “business-as-usual” (2012, 102) is well reflected in the answers 
from the booksellers. However, they are not embracing the change and at times are not sure 
how to react. 
When asked about the determinants of their shop portfolio, a large part of the German 
booksellers indicated that predicted demand and media coverage of the books are getting 
more important. „Predicted demand got more important due to heavy TV-presence of writers 
– we need to act accordingly.“ While a unique shop profile is still considered to be important, 
booksellers apparently turn to market oriented portfolio selection putting more emphasize on 
the commercial aspects of the trade. „The importance of knowing your target group has 
increased and we need to address their needs. Personal advice! Good pre-selection! Profound 
product range!”, states one bookseller and another one adds: „We increasingly need to 
renounce our own taste“. 
Most of the German booksellers do not operate their own online-shops but outsource this 
distribution channel. „A proprietary online shop would be too complicated and too 
expensive.“ Due to low revenues and margins of e-books booksellers do not consider an 
investment in this segment necessary or sensible. Thus, intermediate booksellers who offer 
white label shops gain market share and power when they provide infrastructure the 
booksellers themselves cannot or do not want to invest in: „The intermediate booksellers offer 
good solutions for us. Our revenue from the online shop is hardly noteworthy so we only offer 
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it to offer it.” This illustrates that booksellers are very reluctant towards digitization and lack 
the necessary competences.  
Market oriented intermediate booksellers might gain even more relevance in the industry 
since booksellers try to reduce the number of suppliers and consequently gain higher 
discounts through supply bundling. Booksellers reduce direct orders from the publishers but 
tie themselves to the intermediate booksellers with their cross-media solutions and discounts. 
Digitization is at the same time perceived as a threat and a chance. The assessment of 
digitization seems to be ambivalent among the booksellers but mostly reluctant due to lack of 
revenue shares and high costs for both e-books and online shops. Clearly here we see a 
tendency toward commercialization where cost arguments dominate content aspects 
The German booksellers in our sample claimed that the traditional store would remain the 
most important distribution channel. However, most acknowledge that online sales will get 
important in the future. E-books still only account for a small share in the revenues and the 
respondents expect that this will not change in the near future. So what we see is the typical 
reaction of an actor realizing that changes is going to happen but who is not yet prepared for it 
and thus auto-suggestive repeats that he will remain important, decrying the competition: „I 
prefer the store because I’m a bookseller rather than a packer at Amazon“ 
About half of the sampled booksellers in Switzerland offer their own online shop with their 
own merchandise planning and control system and fulfillment solutions and another 10% use 
a fulfillment partner for their online shop. 39% offer an e-book shop, 13% even claim do have 
the e-book shop solution and fulfillment completely in-house.4 In terms of market share the 
situation is different: The biggest online shops (after Amazon which has the highest market 
share through imports but no official presence in Switzerland) all use intermediate booksellers 
and only stock a very limited list of bestsellers themselves. In-house solutions are more 
common with small and specialized book shops who at times offer only a semi-professional 
web shop with a limited selection of titles combined with personal suggestions by the book 
shop owners. Here booksellers try to transfer their consulting competence form the analogue 
world avoiding major efforts to build competences for the digitized market place. Hence they 
become more reliant on white-label solutions from intermediate booksellers who do not share 
the cultural impetus.  
In both countries online-retailers, the price-conscious consumer, publishers and e-books are 
assumed to benefit from digitization. Small and medium offline booksellers are identified as 
losers of the current digitization. Besides this general assessment small booksellers are also 
considered as potential beneficiaries due to their consulting competence for the readers. Book 
prices are deemed too low, but further decreases are expected. 
In summary we see commercialization in spite of the fixed book prices and a very passive 
bookseller industry which tries to survive with “buy-local”-campaigns.  
Although Swiss booksellers are free to set the price for the books they sell, many especially 
smaller ones object price marketing. “There should not be bargains when it comes to cultural 
goods”. Margins are thin for book retailers, compared to other retail segments such as 
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fashion. Thus, apart from the big player all booksellers claim price reductions for bestsellers 
would have to be compensated by higher prices for all other titles. Thus only 7% of the fiction 
titles are sold below the suggested retail price but 21% above. Fiction readers are perceived 
much more price sensitive than non-fiction readers which would suggest that booksellers 
engage in price reductions. However, due to a generally higher price level in Switzerland and 
the possibility to avoid VAT when buying abroad Swiss booksellers cannot compete with 
foreign online book shops such as Amazon who import books from Germany, France or Italy. 
A price leader strategy is simply not viable somewhat reducing the motivation for a more 
commercialized approach.  
The fixed book price in Germany is considered to be a protection for smaller booksellers and 
the cultural significance of the industry. Booksellers believe competition should not be about 
price but about additional activities such as readings, seminars etc., possibly because they 
offer higher margins. It is assumed that small booksellers could not survive without fixed 
prices. The fixed price is assumed to protect diversity and the survival of small booksellers. 
But results above showed the booksellers are turning towards predicted demand and media 
presence of books when they decide about their portfolio. So even with the regulatory 
measurements the portfolio among bookshops will turn towards mainstream. The fixed book 
price shift completion from price to cost, thus even smaller bookshops need to focus on 
mainstream titles to realize profits from selling more of the low margin product book. 
5 Discussion	and	conclusion	
The book market is a good example how digitization allows a stronger Market orientation and 
thus can lead to commercialization. However, digitization is neither a necessary nor a 
sufficient precondition of commercialization. Our study of the German and the Swiss book 
market shows, that commercialization can happen even without much digitization and at the 
same time some actors welcome digitization as a means to explore new niches. Among the 
incumbent actors of the book market skepticism towards a digitized book market prevails. 
Writers are the most skeptical but also publishers emphasize the threats to their traditional 
way of doing things rather than the potentials. Our survey shows that publishers are torn apart 
between the urge to protect the book as a cultural value and economic necessities. Due to the 
fact that the better part of the publishers is oriented on the market and the predicted demand 
and invests into digital products we tend to regard them as drivers of digitization and 
commercialization. We expect a tripartition of the fiction publishing market: The biggest 
segment being mainstream oriented texts that will be provided as e-books either by 
transformed legacy publishers or by publisher-turned online shops such as Amazons Kindle 
Direct Publishing and other service providers for “self”-publishing writers. Here we see the 
typical phenomenon that incumbent players often lack the resources and competences to react 
on market changes opening up possibilities for new entrants (Lampel and Shamsie 2003; 
Leonard-Barton 1992) . In this case the new resource set might also imply getting rid of a 
traditional cultural orientation. Something new player do not have in the first place. 
The second smaller segment will be legacy publishers who retreat from the mass market and 
focus on small but expensive and elaborate print editions. Here the typical combination of 
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supplementation (Lazarsfeld and Field 1946) by new media and adaptation of old media 
(Kiefer 2005) can be observed. Printed books are not substituted altogether, but increasingly 
serve a different market, while retreating from the mass market.  
The third segment is largely insignificant in economic terms; however, its output is highly 
relevant for the cultural sphere. Here we have the players focusing on literary works that are 
more complex, more experimental, more crooked. These works do not have much economic 
potential no matter if printed or digital. Some of these titles might make use of means of 
expression limited to print or digital receptively, however all of them will – just as in the past 
– rely on the consequent self-exploitation of the involved writers and publishers (Cohen 2012; 
Hesmondhalgh 2010) and possibly the odd promotion by cultural policies. 
Chances are that the result will be a polarized market with a few (e-book) bestsellers and 
numerous niche-products (Anderson 2006). What might disappear is the mediocre middle 
ground - the books that could not really succeed either with the mass market or with the critics 
and aficionados. If this will eventually be the result of commercialization induced by 
digitization commercialization might be considered not all that bad after all.  
With booksellers the situation is somewhat different. Intermediate booksellers never truly 
subscribed to a cultural imperative. They are in the logistics business and act accordingly. Big 
booksellers realize they are no longer in a position to pursue a price leader strategy since they 
cannot undercut the structural cost advantage of online-only booksellers. Smaller booksellers 
focusing on their core competence of consulting the readers and providing the service of 
preselecting the relevant from the abundance of new titles and possibly concentrating on 
higher margin bibliophilic titles should be in a better position. However from their responses 
to our survey it seems as if they do not consider this niche big enough for long term survival. 
Thus, although the booksellers – big and small – refer to the special character of the book as 
an economic and cultural good, they commercialize their offering. Rather than focusing on 
their core competences they run defensive and largely meaningless promotion campaigns 
urging readers to “buy local” or support domestic shops. 
The comparison between the German and the Swiss market reveals that the fixed book price 
has hardly any influence on digitization and commercialization. The fixed book price is 
lauded by the vast majority of all actors sampled, but it seems neither suited to impede 
commercialization trends nor does it truly protect small bookshops, let alone publishers or 
writers. If cultural policy deems a lively literate scene important it might be the right time to 
reconsider current regulatory frameworks and subsidies (Kleis Nielsen and Linnebank 2011; 
Ots 2009). Just as in other media und cultural industries supporting the production rather than 
the distribution seems promising. 
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6 Notes	
 
1 For a discussion of the relation between commodification and engagement in a the cultural heritage sector see 
Seth van Hooland, Eva M. Rodríguez and Isabelle Boydens, “Between commodification and engagement: On the 
double-edged impact of user-generated metadata within the cultural heritage sector,” Library Trends 59, no. 4 
(2011).. 
2 The fixed book price was abolished in German-speaking Switzerland in 2007. There never was a fixed book 
price in Italian-speaking Switzerland and French-speaking Switzerland abolished the fixed book price already 
1993. 
3 All data in the following section is derived from the market overview provided by the German Publishers and 
Booksellers Association (Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels, Buch und Buchhandel in Zahlen 2012 
(Frankfurt a.M.: MVB Buchhändler-Vereinigung, 2012).). 
4 A cursory web search on the sites of Swiss booksellers contradicts this claim by the booksellers: White-label 
shops for physical and e-books offered by intermediate booksellers are widespread somewhat qualifying this 
finding. 
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9 Tables	
 
Table 1: Overview of the sample for the qualitative online survey 
Actor and source Germany Switzerland 
Writers   
Writers of Switzerland (AdS)  56 
Publishers   
German Publishers and Booksellers Association (Börsenverein) 45  
Swiss Bookssellers and Publishers Association (SBVV)  39 
Intermediate books sellersa 1 2 
Booksellers   
German Publishers and Booksellers Association (Börsenverein) 63  
Swiss Bookssellers and Publishers Association (SBVV)  36 
a The market for intermediate booksellers is highly concentrated with only a handful of companies. 
Thus they were contacted directly without using an association’s directory. 
 
